LAUREN ROSENBERG

AMT EFT MASTER PRACTITIONER
TRAINING PROGRAM
ONLINE TRAINING VIA ZOOM

The AMT EFT Master Practitioner Training Program consists of 12 Units over 3 Days. You will be covering 45 core
The latest on

skills of the modern Master Practitioner of EFT. this month's issue:

Course Schedule
DAY 1: Discovering EFT
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1 – Discovering EFT

3 – The EFT Story

Stepping into your role as an Energist

The EFT Story protocol

How EFT works and explaining it clearly

How to know what to tap for first and next

The SUE scale and ‘life beyond zero’

Identifying set-up phrases from the client’s story

Energy flow and evolving any problem
4 – The Professional EFT Practitioner
2 – Reversing Energy Body Stress

Working with EFT professionally

Understanding ‘stress talk’ and not being distracted
by it

Records, handouts, home study materials
Taking responsibility for the client’s well-being

De-stressing the client and building a stress-free
path to the problem

Understanding and tapping in ‘energy healer
mode’

The EFTeam and practitioner-client working relationship
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Course Schedule
DAY 2: Intermediate EFT
7 – Emotions & Energy

5 – Extremely Focused Treatments
Focusing EFT on specific memories and events
Understanding energy body memories and their
physical component

The connection between emotions and the energy
system
Guiding the client to discover the emotion behind
the problem

Using the EFT Body protocol
How to conduct ‘Secret Therapy’ with your clients
6 – Working With Aspects
Understanding and explaining the aspect model to the
client

The Sixth Sense and language of the body
Working with chronic pain and residual pain
8 – Energy Body Events
Evolving unfinished events and event echoes
Spotting guiding stars and the problems with

How to use EFT for proxy tapping

highlight events

Unravelling aspects for tapping

Forensic EFT
Understanding Healing Events as important Events

Course Schedule
DAY 3: Advanced EFT
9 – Mind Changes

11 – Autogenic Reality

Understanding how beliefs are formed

Understanding the concept of the autogenic world

Using EFT to evolve limiting beliefs

where the conscious mind and energy mind meet

Installing positive beliefs with EFT

The power of working with metaphor and autogenic
realities

10 – Energetic Relationships

Using EFT to work with a client’s aspect inside the

Relationships and energetic entities

autogenic reality

Finding an energetic entity in a client’s energy field

Using EFT with global metaphor for the client’s

Helping the client change their relationship with

problem

the energetic entity
Working with group entities

12 – The EFT Master Practitioner
What is an EFT Master Practitioner?
EFT Master Practitioner core skills review
The importance of loving your clients
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The AMT EFT Master Practitioner Course Is Recommended To:
Existing EFT practitioners wishing to update to the latest developments, techniques and methods in the
field.
Individuals who wish to become professional EFT practitioners.
Professional healers and therapists wishing to add modern EFT to their toolbox of techniques.
Those who love EFT, are excited about its practice and potential and wish to take EFT to the next level.
Featuring many paradigm shifting approaches, techniques and brand-new methodology, the NEW AMT EFT
Masters is information rich, exciting and engaging, bringing the promise and spirit of EFT to life in whole new
way.
Course includes :
3 Day training
Training manuals
Professional license
For upcoming dates for this program, please check our schedule on our website, www.fear-busters.com.
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